Atlas Copco rammers

Greater impact, easier to use
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Selection guide

Expect more
The Atlas Copco range of compaction equipment will
take your productivity to a whole new level. Outstanding
compaction efficiency – thanks to great impact force
and the high speed of our rammers – enables you to get
the job done faster and squeeze more into your daily
schedule.
Making your workday easier and more productive is
our highest priority. Starting, maneuvering and transportation is made easy with smart engineering solutions
such as the air breather system for more convenient start-ups
or the sealed tank that allows horizontal transportation

without leakage. Ergonomic design and reduced hand/
arm vibration make work easier and increase efficiency
further.
You need equipment built to last – machines with long
service intervals and low life cycle costs. Our innovative
designs stem from long experience in the industry, and
from keeping close ties with customers like you in order
to match your needs and increase productivity.

showing an average over 1000 hours. This varies depending on local conditions.

Operator 90%
investment 6%

Total cost of ownership is all costs generated by a piece
of equipment throughout its lifetime. We always strive
to keep the total cost of ownership as low as possible
by providing highly productive equipment. The graph is

Spares 2%
Energy 2%

Equipment for sand and gravel

Equipment for silt

Equipment for clay

For sand and gravel the level of compaction depends
on grading. Too much compaction can crush the
material. All of our Rammers work excellently on sand
and gravel, especially in confined spaces or close to
obstacles.

Silt is more difficult to compact due to cohesion and
requires high compaction energy. When deep compaction like this is required the excellent compaction
efficiency of our rammers will meet the challenge every
time.

Compaction effect on clay largely depends on water
content. Our rammers have high compaction efficiency
and are eminently suitable for working with clay, as
they are able to transmit the high pressures and shear
forces necessary to compact clay at or below optimum
water content.

SAND 0.06-2 mm
GRAVEL 2-60 mm
Layer thickness

m

Passes
Compaction capacity

m /h
3

Layer thickness

4

Passes

25

Compaction capacity

m

0.3
4

m /h
3

LT6004

Clay < 0.002 mm

Silt 0.002-0.06 mm
0.4

LT5004

15-20

Layer thickness

m

Passes
Compaction capacity

0.2
4

m /h
3

10-15

LT7000
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Rammers

Simplicity and outstanding
compaction performance
When deep compaction is required our rammers are eager to take on challenges
even in the toughest conditions. Cohesive soil and narrow spaces are no match
for these hard-hitting machines whose all-round capabilities are appreciated on
applications such as repair jobs, trenches or foundations.
Effective and easy

Durable all the way

High compaction efficiency is one of the true advantages
of Atlas Copco rammers. High centrifugal force and
speed contribute to deep and effective compaction.

LT series rammers are built tough from the inside out.
High capacity air filters and a built-in fuel filter contribute
to fewer workflow disruptions and longer service life.
The engine is also well protected against impact damage.

All our rammers are easy to use even in confined spaces.
Their balanced design provides excellent handling
characteristics and enhanced traction. In combination
with reduced hand/arm vibration this means less fatigue
and more efficient workflow for the operator. Other
features that optimize user friendliness include efficient
four-stroke engines with reduced fuel consumption and
emissions, the single lifting point on the crankcase for
easier transportation and a throttle control with three
fixed positions.
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Service friendly

Access to all daily service points is extremely easy.
The air filter, for example, can be changed without the
use of tools and the fuel filter swapped out even with a
full tank.

Easy transportation

Single lifting point on crankcase
for easier handling, reducing
wear on shock absorbers.

Lower emissions

4-stroke engine with reduced
fuel consumption, for example
0.67 l/h on LT6004.

easy to service

Easy access to all daily
service points, such as air
filter and fuel filter.

Durable

Ridgid protection frame
and plate reduce risk of
impact damage.

comfortable

Efficient shock absorbers to
reduce hand/arm vibration
with integrated handle stop.

Easy handling

Great maneuverability
and traction thanks to
balanced design.

user friendly

Lifting handle on foot for
easier transportation.

Atlas Copco rammers equipped
with Honda GX100 engines have
new carburetors allowing full
acceleration from idle to full
speed without interruption.

hard hitting

Outstanding compaction
efficiency.
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the multi tank

Simply the B.E.S.T.
Our job is to provide you with the best possible equipment,
and behind the confident heading are a number of features
that will improve your work situation.
Multifunctional design

To achieve easy handling and optimal performance our
rammers are equipped with multi-functional fuel tanks
featuring a breather shut-off, electrical shut-off, shut-off
fuel and throttle control with three fixed positions; Stop/
Start/Operation. We call it B.E.S.T. for short.
For you it means reliable starts, easier handling and less
wear. The patented air breather system makes starting
after refueling easy, especially compared to previous
models. The three fixed throttle control positions eliminate
the risk of leaving the throttle half open which can lead
to unnecessary clutch wear, higher fuel consumption as
well as more maintenance and shorter lifetime. Taken
together these features will make your workday easier,
and save you money in the long run.
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User-friendly

Multi-tank with easy-to-reach throttle
control featuring three fixed positions: Stop/Start/Operation. Simplifies
operation and decreases wear on
the clutch.

Horisontal transportation

Equipped with sealed tank to prevent the
risk of leakage during transportation.

FEWER PULLS

The new air breather system
makes our rammers easy to
start, even after refueling.

Rammers

LT5004

LT5004

LT6004

66

74

LT6004

LT7000

LT800

78

84

LT800

Operating mass

kg

Force/blow

kN

10

14.8

18.6

21.4

m/min

15-18

15-18

15-18

13-16

Speed

65

Plate width

mm

Amplitude

mm

Frequency

Hz

Engine brand
Rated power

150

230
50-60

75

230

280
65-75

280

85

280

70-80

330
75-85

11

12

12

12

Honda

Honda

Honda

Hatz

kW

2.2

2.2

2.9

3.4

Sound power, guaranteed

LwAdB(A)

104

104

107

106

Sound pressure at operators ear

LpAdB(A)

91

91

96

96

m/s

6.4

4.9

9.6

12.6

H/A vibrations
Part number
Safety and Operating Instructions
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3382 0000 05

3382 0000 04

9800 114101

3382 0000 03

3382 0000 02

9800 114301

3382 0000 52

3382 0000 50

9800 114501

3382 0000 51

9800 113901

Important: Full dimension details are available in the product’s Safety and Operating Instructions (see table above for ID-number). Available at www.acprintshop.com.

Service kit for easier maintenance is one example of
useful accessories for our
rammers.

Vibration-reducing handle.
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DYNAPAC TECHNOLOGY
All Atlas Copco compaction equipment is based on Dynapac Technology. This marque of
excellence provides exceptional end results based on experience, engineering expertise and
numerous successful innovations. After more than 75 years at the forefront of compaction and
asphalt technology, Dynapac remains a famous brand in road construction. The Atlas Copco
range of light compaction equipment is based on this heritage.

We reserve the right to change specifications without notice. Photos and illustrations
do not always show standard versions of machines. The above information is a
general description only, is not guaranteed and contains no warranties of any kind.

Use only authorized parts. Any damage or malfunction caused by the use of unauthorized parts is not covered
by Warranty or Product Liability.

Part no. 9800 1244 01
© 2011 Atlas Copco Construction Tools AB, Stockholm, Sweden
April 2011

Sustainable Productivity
An investment in quality is an investment in sustainability and reliability. Intelligent
engineering, top quality materials, first-class components and modern engines with
low fuel consumption and emissions, contribute to long lasting machines with high
trade-in values. To keep things that way and to maximize your uptime we provide
reliable service whenever and wherever you need it. At the end of the day, you get
the job done with good results. Atlas Copco’s goal is to help you reduce maintenance, increase efficiency and keep life cycle costs down.

www.atlascopco.com

